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1. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing information retrieval and information seeking (IS&R)
from a task perspective puts new requirements on research in
IS&R - requirements which have not been taken into account to a
sufficient degree. We propose nine broad classes of variables that
interact in IS&R processes, here called dimensions:
1.

The work task dimension: the work task1, (social)
organization of work, collaboration and the system
environment.

2.

The search task, i.e., seeking and retrieval tasks, as
understood in the organization.

3.

The actor dimension: the actor’s declarative knowledge and
procedural skills.

4.

The perceived work task dimension: the actor’s perception
of the work task

5.

The perceived search task, the actor’s perception of the
search task including information need types regarding the
task and the task performance process; emotions.

6.

The document dimension: document genres and collections
in various languages and media, which may contain
information relevant to the task as perceived by the actor.

7.

The algorithmic search engine dimension: the
representations of documents / information and information
needs; tools and support for query formulation; matching
methods.

8.

The algorithmic interface dimension: tools for visualization
and presentation.

9.

The access and interaction dimension: strategies of
information access, interaction between the actor and the
interface (both in social and in system contexts).

Each of the dimensions is complex and contains multiple
variables. It is obvious that IS&R is performed in very diverse
work and leisure situations characterized by diverse values on the
1

The notion ‘work task’ implies also non-job-related daily-life
tasks and/or interests.

variables of the broad dimensions. Thus also IS&R becomes
quite different. In many, if not in the most, situations actors
performing their work tasks are ignorant about IS&R –
professionally mediated information retrieval being a notable but
no more so frequent exception to the contrary. Mostly the actors
view IS&R instrumentally, not as a goal in itself, and want to get
over with it fast. They want just to cope with the tools and
practices supplying information usable for augmenting their
deficient knowledge. Therefore, they may consider IS&R just a
pain in the neck and use various tools for information access in
uninformed and ineffective ways – from the tool designer’s
viewpoint.
With this perspective in mind we do not really know how well
current IR systems serve their users in various situations. At least
the systems have been evaluated in IR research only for some
limited use scenarios, mostly excluding searchers in context with
their work tasks. Neither provides current information seeking
research much help in this regard. While the information seeking
practices of various actor populations have been investigated,
much remains still unexplored. Moreover, the majority of
information seeking studies does not look at IR systems at all or
not at the level of system features, interaction and support for
query formulation and searching. This situation is illustrated in
Figure 1.
The real issue in IR systems design and evaluation is not whether
a proposed method or tool is able to improve recall / precision by
an interesting percentage with statistical significance. The real
issue is whether it helps the searcher better solving the seeking
and retrieval tasks (faster, with less resources, with better result
quality). This has to do with learning about the search task,
formulation of the request, a variety of tactics. Quite different
needs (types and formulations), with accordingly found
information, may serve the work task. One source may indeed not
provide all the information required. Recall and precision only
become relevant after the need formulation. Systems for
information access have a job to do before the actor commits on a
formulation.
Section 2 discusses the nine broad dimensions presented above.
Section 3 analyzes current IR research and Section 4 design and
evaluation frameworks for IS&R. Section 5 views upon IR from a
knowledge work augmentation viewpoint and Section 6 gives the
conclusions. This article is based on the forthcoming book by the
authors (Ingwersen & Järvelin, 2004).
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Figure 1. Foci of traditional IS&R research

2. DIMENSIONS AFFECTING IS&R
The Organizational Task Dimensions. This category contains
two dimensions – the work task and search task dimensions. The
latter covers both the seeking task and the retrieval task and the
corresponding task processes. Likewise the work task subsumes
the search task and process. The embedded ones serve the goals
of the subsuming ones. Each work task may induce several search
tasks and each search task several seeking and retrieval tasks, and
the former direct the latter. They may run in parallel. The
complexity of each task may vary and its process (or stages) may
be more or less defined in its social / organizational environment.
The social-organizational environments provide various systems
and tools, as well as more or less articulated expectations
regarding how each task should be carried out, often in
collaboration with other actors.
The Actor Dimensions. The actor’s perception and interpretation
of the work task at each stage, with varying level of cooperation
with other actors – the perceived work task dimension - greatly
affects her search task and information needs – the perceived
search task dimension – as do her prior knowledge, skills and
experience, the third dimension. The actor’s perception of the
organizational and systemic environment, and her experience
regarding them, together with the information needs, are the main
factors in the formation of seeking tasks, the choice and use of
systems and tools. The actor’s perception and interpretation of
various tasks are not independent – they have a history in the
actor’s entire career and the present organization. Also the
pressures (e.g., hurry) and emotions affect her situation,
perception and interpretation.
The Document Dimension. Various types of documents may be
relevant for a given work task. The documents form different

genres in different contexts of generation and use, e.g., orders,
invoices, applications, plans and designs, guidelines and
instructions, research reports, novels and poems, photos, films,
musical records – to name just a few. From a task (interest)
viewpoint, documents in such genres may (not) have been
carefully selected and organized in collections with provided
access tools, but may also lie unorganized in the actor’s vicinity
with her personal memory as the only access tool. Documents
(genres) may come in many languages and representations – some
of which being digital – and all can be exploited for IS&R.
The Algorithmic Dimensions. The two algorithmic dimensions
deal 1) with the representations of documents / information and
information needs, methods for matching these representations,
tools and support for query formulation, and 2) tools for
presentation via an interface. In addition to content, document
representations may (not) cover explicitly their structure and
layout. Likewise, information need representations may (not)
cover explicitly their structure, content and motivation. A range
of best match and exact match matching methods are available.
The tools and support for query formulation may cover
ontologies, thesauri, relevance feedback, and query modification.
Access to documents / information may be through any
combination of their metadata, full content, structure and layout.
Document / information presentation may be based on visual
abstracts, best matching snippets, extracted facts or structural.
The alternatives are many – what makes sense depends in a
complex way on contexts, i.e., works tasks, search tasks, other
actors, and other available information objects, systems and tools.
The Access and Interaction Dimension. Topical well-defined
requests on content (only) is just one approach to document
retrieval albeit the most popular in IR research. Requests may be
vaguely defined, non-topical (e.g., by journal or genre) and/or
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non-content-based (e.g., on given substructures). This will
probably influence the nature of relevance and relevance
assessment. The strategies of information access cover interaction
modes like browsing and navigation in addition to retrieval.
These may alternate and evolve from instance to instance of
short-term interaction over session time and longitudinally due to
the searcher’s perception, line of progress, and learning. The
alternatives are many – what makes sense depends in a complex
way on works tasks, search tasks, other actors, and other
available systems and tools.

3. IR RESEARCH IN ISOLATION
With a view on the eight broad dimensions presented above,
traditional IR research is quite limited. While it has progressed
considerably over the years, the context of use of IR systems has
not developed sufficiently in IR research. Typically, the core of
traditional IR is the Algorithmic Dimension in close interaction
with the Document Dimension. That is the reason for trying out
the same retrieval algorithms on many different types of media.
But much more could be done exploring that association alone.
IR research typically considers only retrieval tasks. Moreover,
these tasks are most often (a) purely topical, (b) content-only, (c)
well-defined, (d) static, and (e) exhaustive retrieval tasks – one
should find as many documents as possible matching the welldefined static topical need irrespective of document quality
(binary topical relevance) and document overlaps. When
designing and evaluating IR systems to serve such tasks one
should identify the real-life seeking tasks that give rise to such
retrieval tasks and their frequency. One should also identify
alternative types of retrieval tasks, e.g., non-topical, non-content
or structural, weakly defined, dynamic, and non-exhaustive – and
various combinations. These have received much less attention in
IR research.
Focus on the standard type of retrieval task is justified if (a) it
clearly is the most frequent type in real life, and (b) by solving
such tasks well all other types of retrieval tasks become easy to
solve. Both points are at least questionable – perhaps incorrect
while nobody knows the answers yet. Therefore IR should look
into the non-standard retrieval tasks.
Still, one may claim the standard focus justified if the study of the
alternatives would not make any difference in the design on IR
systems. Several of the objections to the the laboratory model in
IR culminate at this point. What are IR systems? – Algorithms for
the representation and matching of documents and requests? Or
tools for solving human information seeking tasks, contributing
to work task performance? More fundamentally, what is IR as a
discipline about? – About the algorithms for the standard
retrieval task? Or about solving human information seeking
problems through computers, with a focus on information
represented in documents, as opposed to knowledge personally
possessed by humans, and to data or collections of facts. If IR is
about the algorithms only, the laboratory model may be justified.
We believe however, based on our cognitive viewpoint, that IR
should have a much broader focus than the focus on
representation and matching of documents and requests.
Information seeking research was over the years often criticized
for uselessness. Those working in the area have not been very

critical anymore in the nineties but – we believe – the sentiment
has been, and still is, shared by many working in information
retrieval. One should therefore consider the motivations of the
study of information seeking. In principle, the motivations, and
benefits, may lie in (a) theoretically understanding information
seeking, (b) empirically describing information seeking in various
contexts, and (c) providing support to the design of information
systems and information management.

4. AN IS&R DESIGN AND EVALUATION
FRAMEWORK
Basically, we approach IS&R design and evaluation as embedded
contexts of retrieval, seeking and work tasks/interests – Figure 2.
IR serves the goals of seeking, and information seeking the goals
of the work task (interest). The same person symbol in all the
three contexts denotes the same or another actor(s) performing
the work task, the seeking task and the retrieval task –
interpreting the tasks, performing the process and interpreting the
outcome – possibly resulting in task reformulation in each
context. The person symbol in IR context signifies the possibility
of applying human relevance feedback during a traditional tworun IR experiment as well as real interactive IR over several
short-term interactions. Possible evaluation criteria in each
context are given: A – D. The eight dimensions of variables
outlined above are rewrapped in Figure 2.
As de-contextualized, IR may be designed and evaluated in its
own context – the laboratory IR approach. In this confined
context the evaluation measures are the traditional ones, recall
and precision, or some novel measures. In addition, one may
assess the system’s efficiency along various dimensions during IR
interaction, the quality of information (documents) retrieved, and
the quality of the search process like searcher’s effort (time),
satisfaction, and various types of moves/tactics employed.
However, IR belongs to the searcher’s information seeking
context where it is but one means of gaining access to required
information. This context provides a variety of information
sources/systems and communication tools, all with different
characteristics that may be used based on the seeker’s discretion
and in a concerted way. The design and evaluation of these
sources/systems and tools needs to take their joint usability and
quality of information and process into account. One may ask
what is the contribution of an IR system in the end result of a
seeking process – over time, over seeking tasks, and over seekers.
Since the knowledge sources, systems and tools are not used in
isolation they should not be designed nor evaluated in isolation.
They affect each other’s utility in context.
By looking at work task situations one may learn about the
typical handles actors have available for accessing relevant
information/documents.
Modern work is increasingly knowledge work where access to
recorded information or human sources is essential. Task
requirements must affect the design of information access.
Nowadays, the means of access and sources increasingly become
electronically networked and formalized in systems. This
integration of e-generation, e-access, and e-use makes IR
engineering complex – but not unmanageable. The question for
IR engineering is: which additional variables from the immediate
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contexts one wishes to include in a controlled relationship with
one another. The use of only one variable, as commonly
attempted in laboratory IR, is insufficient and pursues only a
limited case of IR.
Further, it is not just retrieval that matters, information systems
also need to support reading (watching) as well as document
processing and information use.

5. IS&R AND TASK PERFORMANCE
AUGMENTATION
There are many work task types relevant for IS&R since they
cause different kinds of information requirements and thus
seeking and retrieval tasks by actors, and because they affect
information use. The goal of IS&R is to augment work task
performance and fulfillment. Figure 3 illustrates means and ends
in task performance augmentation. Its upper part is inspired by
D.C. Engelbart’s (1963) framework for knowledge work
augmentation, where a human is augmented by language, artifacts
and methods in which (s)he has been trained. 2
In Figure 3, information seeking is somewhat remote from the
work task – with document retrieval even more remote and behind
many decisions. In line with Figure 2 this underlines our view that
IS&R belongs to a context in real life. The distance however does
not make IR independent of work tasks – it needs to contribute to
the work task, which sets a number of requirements on IR.
The work task type space hardly has been explored in Information
Seeking and IR.

6. CONCLUSION
Based on this analysis we may conclude that:
-

the focus areas in IS&R have been on one hand IR engines
in strictly confined contexts and on the other hand
information seeking behavior mostly without a work task
context or with a narrow type of work task context;

-

the neglected areas deserving more attention are work tasks
and organizational contexts in general, and the interaction of
several important dimensions in explanatory study designs;
also any IT components other than algorithms for indexing,
query formulation and matching deserve more attention.

Two action lines are therefore needed.
On the one hand, IR research needs to be extended to capture
more context but without totally sacrificing the laboratory
experimentation approach – the controlled experiments. Only by
this line of action one may approach real IR engineering. IR
engineering allows one to specify necessary IR system features by
looking at the description of IR systems use in terms of tasks,
users, documents and access requirements. Such features are, for
instance, document and request representation, their matching,
and various support tools. IR systems are thus seen in context of
the other central components of the framework.
2

Engelbart (1963) proposes a framework for augmenting human
intellect. This is the ultimate goal of instrumental IS&R no
matter whether it takes place in professional or leisure contexts.
This is a strong legitimization to our cognitive viewpoint –
IS&R should augment human intellect – in context.

On the other hand, current information seeking research needs to
be extended both toward the task context and the technology. We
appreciate the efforts in information seeking so far exploring
information seeking in diverse task/actor contexts but also think
that the diversity of contexts is far from exhausted. Therefore lots
of research is needed exploring IS&R in further task/actor
contexts. Moreover, the systems context in information seeking
research so far has been limited and often nonexistent. This
research should reach toward system and interaction features so
that communication with system design is facilitated.
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